FAST FACTS AND CONCEPTS #56
WHAT TO DO WHEN A PATIENT REFUSES TREATMENT
Robert Arnold MD

Background  A core aspect of American bioethics is that a competent adult patient has a right to refuse treatment, even when the physician believes that the treatment would be beneficial. At such a time it is easy to either question the patient's capacity to make the decision or try even harder to convince them to change their mind. The empirical literature – both in decision making and in medicine – suggest that this is a false dichotomy and that there is a third more productive way to proceed. The method described below is applicable to all situations of conflict between clinicians and their patients/families: the astute reader will note the similarity between this approach and that presented in Fast Fact #26, The Explanatory Model, designed to assist mediating conflicts that arise in cross-cultural encounters.

Clarify Decisionality  Distinguish between patients who cannot understand the medical situation (and thus may lack decision making capacity) and those who understand your viewpoint but do not agree with it. Ask, I have talked with you about the medical problems you are facing and possible treatments for these problems. Just to make sure we are on the same page, can you describe for me the medical problems you are dealing with now? Can you also describe the possible treatments we have discussed? (See Fast Fact #55 for more on decisionality.)

Understand their story  Try to understand the patient/family's story before you try to change their mind. This means suspending your attitude toward their decision and as openly and non-judgmentally as possible, understanding the reasons for their decision. This can be done by asking, Tell me more about your decision – what leads you to this conclusion?

Validate concerns  Often when we try to convince others of our position, we forget to acknowledge the reality of their concerns. This makes them feel unheard and under appreciated. More effective are responses which first let the person know they were heard (So you are concerned that if you have surgery you will X) or that normalize their concerns (It is not that unusual for people to be afraid of XX) before you respond to these issues.

Explore fears  Fears are stronger motivators than positive inducements. Try to understand your patient/family’s fears/concerns with your plan of action; you can only address their fears if you understand them. Ask, Can you tell me if there is something about this decision that frightens you?

Establish a win-win position  If the patient’s concern is the lack of control in the hospital and your concern is her/his health if s/he leaves the hospital, what can you do to provide more control in the hospital? Negotiate so both of you can achieve what each of you care about the most.

See the related Fast Facts #16, 17, 24, 26, 29, 59.
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